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This section defines the plan area, characterizes its subareas, and summarizes the community-based planning and
community goals that have informed this draft plan.
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The Plan Area
The Balboa Park Station is in south central San Francisco. The station,
though near the southern edge of the city, sits at a remarkable confluence
of transportation facilities, including BART, three Muni Metro light rail
lines, eight Muni bus lines and the I-280 freeway. The station is surrounded
by stable residential neighborhoods and the main campus of City College
of San Francisco, which attracts more than 20,000 people per day for study
or work. There are four main streets in the plan area—Geneva, Ocean, San
Jose, and Phelan Avenues. The Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial
District, an important neighborhood shopping district, is also part of the
plan area.
The “plan area” for the Balboa Park Station Area Plan consists primarily of
those parcels fronting on Ocean, Geneva and San Jose Avenues. In the
surrounding residential neighborhoods the plan proposes no new development or changes in land use controls. There are, however, recommendations for supportive parking policies, traffic calming, and street-tree
programs in these neighborhoods.

The plan area
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Subarea Characterizations
Transit Station Neighborhood overview

The plan area is best characterized by subarea. The following is an overview of each.
Transit Station Neighborhood
The Transit Station Neighborhood refers to the subarea immediately surrounding the Balboa Park Station. It is bounded by Interstate 280 to the west and
residential neighborhoods on all other sides. Portions of Ocean, Geneva,
and San Jose Avenues cross through this area.

Looking east toward the station along
Geneva Avenue

This subarea is dominated by four transit facilities: the Balboa Park BART
Station and three Muni light rail storage and maintenance facilities (the
Green, Upper, and Geneva Yards). These facilities are integral to the city
and regional transit systems. It is important to protect their function so that
transit service in the city, and even in the region, will not suffer.
No other San Francisco location outside of downtown approaches the
level of transportation accessibility offered at or near the station. It is the
fifth busiest station in the system, after the four downtown San Francisco
stations, and provides high-speed, high-frequency service to downtown San
Francisco and the East Bay. In 2002 when the SFO extension opens, this
area will have connections not just to the airport but to all of Silicon Valley.
When Caltrain Baby Bullet service begins in 2005, transit travel time to
Silicon Valley will be faster than driving.

Transit passengers walk through rail yard to
access street cars and BART from San Jose
Avenue
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Overall, though many people pass through this area daily on foot and by
car, it lacks a distinctive sense of place. Uninteresting and traffic-clogged
streets, sidewalks that are too narrow for the number of pedestrians, and
lack of pleasant waiting areas make this one place to travel through quickly
rather than to stay and linger. There is nothing in the area other than the
station itself to generate activity, attract people, or create a feeling of safety.
There is almost no place for the thousands of people using the station
daily to so much as buy a cup of coffee. The area is not a place.
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Balboa Park Station
A few statistics underscore the station’s
importance as a transit hub.
• Travel time to downtown San
Francisco on BART is only 12
minutes.
• Travel time SFO will be only 18
minutes.
• BART trains arrive only minutes
apart during peak periods.
• Balboa Park handles over 27,000
passengers each day on BART, and
many more on Muni streetcars and
buses.
• The station is an important transfer
point: more than half of those
boarding BART at Balboa have
arrived on Muni, and more than half
of those boarding Muni have arrived
on BART. And 30 percent of Muni
riders are transferring from one Muni
line to another.
• About one-quarter of BART passengers arrive at the station by car, much
lower than the system average of 50
percent.

Existing transit service

At present, however, the station’s importance as a transit hub is not
matched by its layout nor by its quality of passenger experience.
•
•
•
•

•

•

Passenger amenities, including shelter, seating, retail facilities, and
information, are almost completely absent.
The station area is windswept and cold, with little protection
from the elements.
Waiting areas are overcrowded.
Because the BART station is more heavily used than originally
conceived, its circulation and station exiting functions are overwhelmed, causing congestion. Further, because there is no direct
pedestrian access from Ocean Avenue and City College, out of
necessity many passengers currently take “shortcuts” through the
Muni maintenance yard.
Links between transportation modes are poor. The boarding
points for the K-Ingleside and J-Church lines are inside the Muni
maintenance facility, interfering with operations and creating a
safety problem. Pedestrian links—particularly from the MOceanview to the BART station, and from all lines to the 49-Van
Ness/Mission bus on Ocean Avenue—are extremely poor and not
well marked. Many links force passengers to cross busy streets.
Bus stops are situated on crowded sidewalks with minimal shelter, in
spite of the large volumes of passengers (up to 75 per bus) who
board here.

Transit operations are constrained and delayed by conflicts with other
vehicles in the streets around the station.
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Interstate 280
Interstate 280 runs in a cut along the western edge of the transit station,
acting as a barrier between the eastern and western portions of the plan
area. The Ocean and Geneva Avenue overpasses are unpleasant to cross
for pedestrians. Six on- and off-ramps connect to the freeway, providing
good vehicular access, but making pedestrian travel across the freeway
overpasses difficult.
Balboa Park
The Balboa Park subarea occupies the entire northern frontage of Ocean
Avenue between I-280 and San Jose Avenue and extends to Havelock
Street on the north. This park provides four baseball fields, two large
multi-use fields, tennis courts, a swimming pool, and other park amenities.
It is the largest public open space within the plan area, and is used by locals
and visitors from throughout the city. However, access into the park is
prohibited from Ocean Avenue, and views into the park from Ocean
Avenue and portions of San Jose Avenue are screened by dense vegetation.
It is further separated from the western half of the plan area by I-280.
Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial District
The Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial District subarea extends
along Ocean Avenue from Phelan Avenue west to Manor Drive. Muni’s KIngleside streetcar line runs along Ocean Avenue, providing convenient
transit service between the neighborhood commercial district, its surrounding neighborhoods, and other parts of the city, including downtown.
Businesses here include neighborhood-serving shops and services such as
restaurants, clothing stores, personal services (i.e. laundry, barbers, shoe
repair shops, etc.), and other stores that provide a wide variety of merchandise. The commercial district is not as economically successful today as

Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial District subarea
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it may have been in the past. Many area residents travel elsewhere to shop
at other retail centers, supermarkets, and specialty shops, and may only
occasionally shop along Ocean Avenue. Significantly, few City College
students currently shop in the district.

Pedestrian-oriented neighborhood-serving
retail on Ocean Avenue

Kragen site on Ocean Avenue adjacent to
Phelan Loop

The Phelan Loop on Ocean Avenue
(looking northeast)

Most of the commercial district reflects the form of a traditional San
Francisco neighborhood commercial street, with an almost unbroken
streetwall and street-front buildings generally linked together in a tightly knit
pattern. Most buildings are built up to the sidewalk and their facades
address the street. Storefronts are generally continuous, with few garages
and driveways interrupting the sidewalks. However a cluttered streetscape

and the inconsistent signage, awnings, storefront facades, and eaves of the
ground floor retail businesses disrupt the street-front character. Some of
the buildings have been altered so that they do not reflect their original
architectural intent.
The traditional pattern of continuous street-front shops is disrupted along
the north side of Ocean Avenue between Phelan and Plymouth Avenues in
the Phelan Loop Area, where the open development pattern stands in
sharp contrast to the traditional unbroken streetwall found elsewhere in the
commercial district. The parcel sizes here are larger and some land uses in
this section are auto-oriented strip commercial in nature, with individual
stores set back from the street behind surface parking lots. A largely
undeveloped site in the middle of this stretch, the Phelan Loop itself, serves
as a Muni bus turn-around and layover area. This section of Ocean Avenue
is bleak and uninteresting, with fewer shops and services than the remainder
of the commercial district to the west, making it difficult to draw people
from City College into the heart of the commercial district.
City College
The main campus of City College of San Francisco lies east and outside of
the Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial District along the north
side of Ocean Avenue. The college is bounded by Ocean and Phelan
Avenues, I-280, and residential neighborhoods to the north.

Phelan Loop bus turnaround
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The campus is active and busy, but because of its poorly defined entries
and uninviting edges it is isolated from surrounding neighborhoods. The
insular campus is reminiscent of a rambling suburban college campus,
rather than a tight-knit urban campus. Campus facilities are set back from
the public streets, and most campus activity is far removed from the street.
At the same time some campus related activities, such as parking, spill into
adjacent neighborhoods.

City College subarea

Daily attendance at this campus is between 20,000 and 30,000. Substantial
numbers use Ocean and Geneva Avenues to walk between the Balboa Park
Station and City College. But the character of these streets is more that of
auto throughways than of local-serving, pedestrian-friendly streets, resulting
in an unpleasant pedestrian environment and numerous potential auto and
pedestrian conflicts. This situation is worsened by steep grades and high
volumes of fast-moving traffic. Pedestrian crossings are difficult due to
wide streets, irregular and unsafe-feeling intersections like the one at Phelan
Avenue, and a freeway off-ramp that does not require drivers to stop as
they exit onto Ocean Avenue. There are no businesses or shops along
Ocean Avenue adjacent to the campus.

City College presents a blank edge to Ocean Avenue near the transit station

Balboa Reservoir
A large, empty reservoir, the Balboa Reservoir, is located across Phelan
Avenue from City College, bounded by Riordan High School, the
Westwood Park residential neighborhood, and the Ocean Avenue Neighborhood Commercial District. The reservoir is more than 25 acres in size,
lined with asphalt, and depressed approximately 35 feet below Phelan
Avenue at its northern edge. The reservoir, which has never held water, is
divided into two basins, separated by a berm running east to west. The San
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Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) owns the north basin,
while City College owns the south basin. The reservoir is currently used as a
parking lot for City College. The SFPUC and City College are discussing
re-orienting the reservoir’s middle berm so that it runs north to south,
creating east and west basins. Under this scheme, the western portion of
the site would remain a reservoir, capable of holding water if necessary.
City College would own the eastern portion.

Balboa Reservoir subarea

Balboa Reservoir, north basin, looking east at City College
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Surrounding Neighborhoods
Stable, mostly residential, neighborhoods surround the public, institutional,
and commercial uses that comprise the plan area. The parcel sizes, scale of
buildings, and level of activity in these neighborhoods are much different
from what is found along the main streets. A wide variety of architectural
styles, materials, and building forms can be found. Most of the buildings
are two or three stories, although a few are single story.

Fine-grain residential streetscape
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Although most homes are within a close walk to transit and schools, an illfunctioning neighborhood center, and unpleasant pedestrian connections
can make the neighborhoods feel disconnected from one another and
from their commercial heart.
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Community-Based Planning and Community Goals
Beginning in late 1999, the Planning Department began working with
residents of the communities surrounding Balboa Park Station to imagine a
better neighborhood, discuss the issues of change facing the city and how
they play out in this area, share ideas and concerns, and get feedback and
suggestions from technical experts in seeking solutions.
The community dialogue that underlies this plan has consisted of
public workshops, discussions with neighborhood groups, individual
conversations, and other events such as a neighborhood walking tour
and a city bus tour.
Early workshops and meetings focused on achieving agreement about
what makes a San Francisco neighborhood work. The resulting Eight
Elements of a Good Urban Neighborhood formed a foundation for not only the
Balboa Park Station Area, but also the other neighborhoods being planned
as part of the Better Neighborhoods Program.

Exploring possibilities at a community workshop

Subsequent sessions turned to applying the Eight Elements to the
specific opportunities and issues in the Balboa Park Station Area. Part
of the outcome of these conversations were six community goals to guide
the development of the ideas and policies in this plan. These community goals are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improve the transit function and create a real neighborhood around
the station.
Create a safer and more comfortable environment for pedestrians.
Provide more housing opportunities for a range of income
levels.
Improve the section of Ocean Avenue around the Phelan Loop.
Provide a wider range of shops and services.
Explore ways to improve the parking situation.

Following agreement on these community goals, planning department staff
worked with technical consultants and other agencies to conceive and refine
the policies and proposals that comprise this plan. The concepts were
presented and discussed with community members in a series of meetings
and workshops over a period of more than a year.

Better Neighborhoods brochure, 2001
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The Eight Elements of a Good Neighborhood
Part of the dialogue with the community was about the elements that contribure
to a good urban neighborhood. The following were thought to comprise the
eight elements of a good neighborhood.

Walk to Shops
A great neighborhood has stores and shops that satisfy everyday needs within
an easy walk from home. Everyday shops and services include corner groceries,
day care, cafes and restaurants, banks, dry cleaners, bakeries, and the like. An
easy walk is about five to ten minutes.

Safe Streets
A great neighborhood has safe and friendly streets. In a great neighborhood
people can walk without fear of crime, being threatened by traffic, or being
disturbed by excessive noise. People feel like they “belong” on neighborhood
streets. Residential streets feel public, and more like open space than
trafficways. Streets are a pleasant part of the neighborhood.

Getting Around Easily
A great neighborhood has many choices for moving to, from, and within it. Great
neighborhoods find it easy to move about on foot, by bicycle, transit, and auto.
They accommodate the car, but allow people to live easily without one.

Housing Choices
A great neighborhood has a variety of housing types. A mix of houses, flats, and
apartments of various sizes meet different needs and preferences.

Gathering Places
A great neighborhood has places for people to meet, talk, and be neighborly.
Public gathering places include parks, plazas, sidewalks, and shops.

City Services
A great neighborhood has a full range of public services for residents. Public
services include parks, schools, police and fire stations, libraries, and other
amenities.

Special Character
A great neighborhood has its own special character. All neighborhoods are
shaped by their physical setting, streets, buildings, open spaces, history, culture
and the people who live in them. In great neighborhoods these attributes
combine in unique and memorable ways.

Part of the Whole
Great neighborhoods make great cities. Great neighborhoods stand out on their
own, yet are connected to the city. They can be a refuge for their residents, but
also a part of the city’s wider community.
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